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Reviewer's report:

Thank you for considering my comments once again. Congratulations again to a nice manuscript. I only have one more minor comment that the authors double check the reference list one last time so that it is according to journal guidelines. It seems like the reference handling program you use need some manual corrections in the final version of the manuscript to make it clear what references you are using, see for example references: 1 (Information C, Arias I. Children eating more fruit, but fruit and vegetable intake still too low | CDC Online Newsroom | CDC. Centers Dis Control Prev. 2014;), 12 Is there a web page missing here? (Exploratory Evaluation of Food Insecurity Programs Initiated by Health Care Organizations), 20 (Health C, Assessment N, Region KC. THE STATE OF CHILDREN ' S. 2016) and 21 the responsible authority/author for the questionnaire is missing (University of Maryland School of Medicine) and it seems appropriate to write the full name of the Questionnaire (SEEK Parent Questionnaire. 2017;2017. Available from: https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/77e10d_c5ec3492b03d4540b20874d622ef3557.pdf) .
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